Cogne 2008.
The planned Gressoney Ice climbing trip was changed to Cogne due to all the accommodation in
the valley being fully booked between the 7th and 12th February 2008. After some last minute
changes to personnel, the team of John Harold, Andy Grayson, Richard Toon and Will Wheale
finally set off on our merry way from Manchester Airport. For the first time in years, we
managed to pass customs and board our flight on time without any dramas. No excess baggage
problems, no incorrect names on passports or tickets, no stoves or gas issues, no delays. All
seemed like, we were on holiday for a change. Jolly nice!
Our hire car was ready on our arrival at Geneva, and our pilot Mr Grayson even managed to
navigate to Cogne valley in book time without having to remove a wing mirror on a gable end.
Well driven Andrew! No white knuckles this year!!!!!
Arriving in Cogne for lunch time allowed us to climb in the afternoon. Both parties Andy
Grayson/John Harold and Will Wheale/Richard Toon climbed the Cogne valley classic Cascade
de Lillaz taking slightly different starts and lines. The route is grade 3, although it is 250 metres
long, it has some easy sections which both climbers can move together. The ice was in good
condition and a very good warm up route for harder things to come.
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Will Wheale leading the 2 pitch of Cascade de Lillaz (WI 3)

Day two, John Harold and Andy Grayson climbed a 250 metre long classic grade 4 route called
Patri de Gauche. John was determined to climb the crux pitch of this route, as in 2006, he had
absailed off before the main pitch whilst climbing with John Roberts. The weather had taken a
turn for the worst so they opted for a safe retreat and bailed out with a whole host of others. Six
of us in total retreated that day so well done John for finally finishing the job.
Will and Richard headed for Monday Money but took too early a turning, which resulted in
going the wrong way and a little extra detour to get back on the right path. As I was navigating at
the time, Richard, you may have a public apology, yes you were right “We should have stayed in
the valley bottom a little while longer!” Having corrected our course, we found Monday Money
had a few climbing teams on her, so we headed around the corner to another route called Flash
estivo, branche de droite which was in very good condition. This grade 3 climb of 180 metres
proved to be a great day out, although we did a little more walking than planned it was worth it!
Wasn’t it Richard????
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Will Wheale leading the 2 pitch of Flash estivo, branche de droite (WI 3)

Day 3 proved to be an exciting one for both teams, maybe a little too exciting! Will and Richard
attempted a great climb called Grand Val, a short 80 metre grade 3, with an alternative 5+ direct
start if feeling confident. As conditions were good Will led the steep first pitch. However as
Richard started up the first pitch to join him, the sun came round onto the route and within 15
minutes the solid ice turned into sugar. This enabling Richard to climb the route without having
to fiddle around taking ice screws out, as they began popping out. Not good! Bail out required!
After joining Will at the belay stance Richard went in search of an abseil point as continuing the
route was now impossible. Within a nano-second Richard managed to find a solid peg belay,
well a bendy peg but still, better than nothing, and eventually a successful retreat was made. We
live again!
John and Andy attempted a line between Grand Val and Vello del Cinghiale. The route isn’t in
the guide book but it’s about 60 metres long and grade 3. Having made a successful ascent the
boys found no abseil point, resulting in a self teaching Abalakov thread lesson at the sharp end.
As both climbers had also assumed the other had brought tat/cord to leave, they had to sacrifice
new slings, unlucky but never the less another successful retreat.

John Harold and Andy Grayson on line between Grand Val and Vello del Cinghiale (WI3)

After the navigation errors earlier in the week, Will and Richard went back to Monday Money to
climb the classic grade 4 waterfalls. It proved to be a great route and tremendous fun. Well worth
the 2 hours tramp in.
Andy and John had an alpine day climbing the 400 metre long grade 3 L’Archeronte, as the
climbing proved to be quite easy Mr Grayson decided to add some excitement to their day by
constructing a hanging belay in order to refit both crampons mid route as they had both come
loose! Always a drama queen!
Last day, bit tired but Cold Couloirs in the Lillaz valley had been winking at us all week. So Will
and Richard climbed the first six pitches of this 600 metre grade 4+ giant. The climbing was
steep and technical in places but was in my opinion the pick of the week’s climbs. Well, apart
from the second pitch which proved a little runny and Mr Toon wasn’t very happy about his cold
shower, much to his climbing partner’s amusement. Especially the resulting hot aches!

Will Wheale on Cold Couloirs (WI 4+)

Having visited the Cogne valley four times John and Andy spent the last day on a
reconnaissance mission for a future trip. Having caught wind of another valley parallel to the
Valnontey and Lillaz, they decided to drive round and check it out. Apparently the conditions
where good and there is great potential, they climbed a good route which was about grade 4.
There is no guide for the valley but plenty of good lines, so watch this space, the club will be
visiting in the future, and for that I’m sure!
The only thing left was to sort out the 2008 Maximo Pizza champion. For those of you who don’t
know, a Maximo Pizza is a 2 foot round family pizza. The challenge is for any LMC member to
eat a whole one to themselves. Having trained hard other the summer eating kebabs and doing
very little exercise John was hoping to take Richard’s title in 2008. After a brave effort, 3
cigarettes and a gallon of lager John quit ¾ of the way through the pizza! Once again leaving Mr
Toon to mop up the left over’s. So once again the LMC Maximo Pizza Champion is the
Legendary Richard Toon!!!!!

